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Overview
•What is Focus Four for Health?
•Why is it needed?
•Who is the target audience?
•How were the 4 topics selected?
•What information is provided?
•What can you do?

• New AIHA Construction Committee
publication
• Companion piece to the existing
Focus Four safety effort
• Tool to raise the profile of health
hazards in construction communities

• Free PDF download @
www.focusfourconstructionhealth.org

What is it?

Existing Focus Four (a.k.a. “Fatal Four”)
OSHA safety outreach
program targeting top 4
construction fatality sources
(c.1994)
Impact:
• Inspection targeting
• Training (10 & 30 hr)
• Industry partnerships
• Reduced fatality rate

Focus Four:
Successful, familiar template
INJURY FOCUS ONLY

What about health?
Health lags behind → gets inadequate
attention on construction worksites
• Lower awareness about health hazards
• Fewer programs and activities
• Fewer guidance and training materials.
• Regulatory gaps for key topics
• Lack of importance reinforced by low enforcement
profile
Inadvertent message sent  Health is not a priority

The case for health – some stats
Construction workers
>½ reported regular exposure to vapors, gas,
dust, or fumes at work >2 X aweek or more
(double the rate for all industries combined)

~ 2 X as likely as other workers to say there
was something about their workplace they
think may be harmful to their health
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~ 3/4 exposed to noise levels > NIOSH REL
2 – 6 X overall risk for developing
occupational disease over a lifetime in the
trades vs. non-construction workers
Need to raise health awareness, increase activity

Flux core welding Photo: J. Vinton Schafer & Sons Inc.
and CCBC via eLCOSH.

Who is the target audience?
1o – Construction contractors & workers
Secondary:
• Trade associations, labor unions
• OSHA, NIOSH
• State-based OSHA and consultation programs
• Canadian national and provincial level counterparts
• Insurance companies
• Trainers
• Safety practitioners
• Industrial hygienists working with construction groups

How were the 4 topics selected?
•Best available information
•Professional experience
•The following impact criteria
»Severity of health impact on construction workers
»How many construction workers are likely to be affected
»How many construction trades are affected
»Level of awareness about this hazard
»Solutions employers can use to reduce exposures

Resulting 4 topics
Manual Material Handling
Noise
Air Contaminants
High Temperatures
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What info is provided?

Big Picture
•Written for contractors
•Make health impacts relevant
•Use a safety practice template
• Pre-job planning & JSA (Job Safety Analysis)
• Describe observable risk factors

•Be practical…get folks started
•Go beyond compliance to “good practice”

Information outline for each topic
 What is the hazard?

 How severe are health effects and how common are they?
 What trades are most commonly affected?
 How should we look at this health hazard?
 What strategies can be used to control the hazard?
 Regulations and guidance
 How can trade groups help?
 How can an IH help?
 Take-away messages

 Additional resources

Introduction
KEY MESSAGES
”Only about 7 percent of
all OSHA construction
inspections are for
health, about one-third
the 20 percent rate for
general industry.”

• Who is this for?
• What is the current situation?
• Why do health efforts lag those for
safety?
• Seeing is believing
This inadvertently sends
a message that health
• Regulations and inspection #s give
hazard prevention is not
mixed signals
a priority for
• Lack of national statistics gives mixed
construction work.”
signals
Sidebars on these topics:
• How can we turn this around?
• How can we use Focus Four for Health • What do Industrial Hygienists do?
• What is the Hierarchy of Controls?
to move forward?
• What is a JSA?

Manual Material Handling
KEY MESSAGES
• Musculoskeletal Disorders (MSDs): large problem
in construction
• TOP CAUSE  Manual Material Handling
• Major health impact
• Painful, costly, likely to recur
• Pain medications (OPIOIDS) used to continue
working when injured can lead to dependency
problems

You should know …

….Many industries have
reduced the weight of
manually lifted materials to
fewer than 50 pounds. Yet
loads weighing 80 pounds or
more are still common in
construction.

Sidebar topics:
• Strategies to reduce hazard:
• Drywall manual handling risk
• Pre-job planning, site setup
factors: weight, handling ease,
• Tools - lighter, comfortable grip, less vibration…
awkward postures
Construction worker deaths from opioid overdoses are 6-7 X general industry rate

JSA guidance tool:

Provides a simple way
to look at the hazard

-Links to NIOSH
and other
evaluation tools

Noise
KEY MESSAGES

• Overexposures common…yet too often
taken for granted
• Major health impact
• Hearing loss + tinnitus
• Growing evidence: sleep disturbance,
cardiovascular disease, hypertension,
depression

You should know …
Hearing loss caused by exposure
to noise is common among
construction workers. One study
found a lifetime probability of
developing hearing loss averaging
60 percent among all trades, and
up to 80 percent in some trades,
such as welding.

• Decibel scale easily misunderstood
• Good practice goal – NIOSH REL Sidebar topics:
• Availability of Noise apps
• Strategies to reduce hazard:
• Hearing protectors and NRR ratings
• Pre-job planning, site setup
• “Buy & Rent Quiet”

• Importance of training & hearing tests

JSA guidance tool:
“NOISE CLOCK”

Air Contaminants
KEY MESSAGES

• Major health impacts….but low
awareness and delayed onset
for most health effects
• “Blindspot” – short but intense
exposure tasks
• Encourage use of less toxic
products and controls
• Raise awareness: OSHA PELs
may be insufficient, out of date
– need to use alternative OELS

You should know …
A 2010 national survey asked this question:
Were you regularly exposed to vapors, gas,
dust or fumes at work twice a week or
more? More than 50 % of construction
workers said “yes” — twice the average of
all US workers.

Sidebar topics:
• Asbestos and lead
• How toxic?
• Do not overlook short tasks
• What is hot work?
• What are Safety Data Sheets?
• Many OSHA PELS are outdated
• Occupational Exposure Limits
• Selection and care of respirators

“You cannot reliably see air contaminant
exposures, but you can check for these key
factors that make exposures more likely to
be a concern:
• Highly toxic materials
• Large amounts (using or disturbing)
• Longer duration tasks (but don’t overlook
short tasks)
• Dispersive equipment
• Enclosed or confined areas
• Not using controls

JSA guidance:
-Exposure factors

PELs
Provides caveats & encourages good practice
“Here’s an analogy to consider...”
Medical procedure needed, two options given: one that
incorporates latest findings, and one that’s not been updated in 50
years — which one would you choose?
Compliance – not much consolation in cases where employees
could still suffer ill effects at the PEL. Better approach: rely on most
current and best available exposure guidance when evaluating and
controlling air contaminant exposures.

High Temperatures
KEY MESSAGES

You should know …
Acclimatization is an important consideration

• High temperatures are
increasingly common – need
for program approach

OSHA investigated 20 heat illness cases in 2012 to
2013 that involved 13 deaths. Of those 13 deaths, 9
occurred on the first three days of the job. Of those
9 deaths, 4 occurred on the first day of the job.

• Acclimatization is key

Sidebars topics:
• Factors that aggravate heat conditions
• High temperatures can lead to injuries
• Acclimatization is an important consideration
• OSHA NIOSH Heat Safety Tool App
• Full sun matters
• Heat safety tool app plan elements
• Urine color and hydration
• Hydration – how much is needed?
• Acclimatization scheduling guidance
• WBGT - Taking heat illness prevention to the next
level

• Use OSHA NIOSH Heat Index
app – but tailor to
construction
• Site leadership important to
take heat dangers seriously

Step 1: Obtain the heat index forecast.
• Obtain from OSHA app or from local weather
information.
• NOAA’s National Weather Service heat index provides
four starting risk levels for the forecast.

Step 2: Adjust risk levels to account for
construction risk factors.
Full sun factors
Work area factors
Workload factors
Workforce factors
Step 3: Determine the risk level and tailor
appropriate protective measure program elements.
Low
Moderate
High
Very High

JSA guidance:
-Plan ahead to
identify & reduce
potential heat
illness problems

What can you do?
Final chapter provides a Call to Action
Goal  Encourage activities and partnerships
Specific suggestions listed for key groups:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trade associations
Labor organizations
Construction trainers
Workers compensation carriers
OSHA, State, and Provincial groups
NIOSH and research organizations
Safety and Health Associations
Owners
Employers and Employees

Closing messages
• Construction is a vital industry
• Preventing injury is critical, and so is keeping workers
healthy
• Key info and practical steps
• These 4 aren’t the only important health hazards to consider

Call to Action
Be an “IAmIH champion (“if not us, then who?”)
Focus Four for Health provides many partnership opportunities
AIHA Construction Committee encourages you to use this new guidance
document as a start-up vehicle for new initiatives
Examples for AIHA Local Sections:
• Partner with local construction groups to provide health training
• Help a local trade association chapter identify their top 5 noisy tasks
• Help incorporate Focus Four for Health into local apprentice training
• Partner with tool rental firms to demonstrate tools with dust controls, quieter
tools, manual handling aids
• Work with local OSHA to pilot health targeting emphasis programs

Thanks!
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